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The Bronx Chamber of Commerce and McHale Energy invite you to
attend a free presentation: “A Business Case for LED Lighting - Why Now!”
Tuesday, June 20th, Hutch Metro Conference Center, 5:00-7:00pm
(Bronx, NY – June 2, 2017) The Bronx Chamber of Commerce and McHale Energy invite you to attend a free
presentation: “A Business Case for LED Lighting - Why Now!” on Tuesday, June 20, 2017, from 5:00-7:00pm,
at the Hutch Metro Conference Center at the Hutchinson Metro Center, 1200 Waters Place, Bronx, NY 10461.
This McHale Energy/Independence LED Commercial LED Lighting presentation focuses on ACTIONABLE
INTELLIGENCE for New York City property owners and operators. Learn about the most cost-effective paths for:
Energy Reduction, Smart Controls, Utility Rebates, and the New Buy American and Hire American Executive
Order. Plus, learn Why Now? The presentation will address how to Navigate Complexity, Where to Start, Sample
Savings Scenarios, and State of the Art Technology from the industry expert that has been a pioneer in LEDs and
over 50 NYC property retrofits.
The presentation will be conducted by Charlie Szoradi, founder of Independence LED Lighting
-- the first authentic U.S. manufacturer of high-efficiency LED fixtures and a lighting solutions
provider with comprehensive support services for property owners and managers. Mr. Szoradi
brings multiple decades of hands-on experience to sustainability and cost-savings for retrofits
and new construction. He focuses on high performance architecture, and, in the early 1990s,
he wrote his Masters of Architecture thesis on Energy Intelligence – “Eco-Humanism.” Mr.
Szoradi is a graduate of the University of Virginia, and he earned his Masters from the
University of Pennsylvania.
Bring business cards. Shake hands. Share ideas. Meet your business peers. Walk away with potential new
business and new business associates.
Information or to RSVP (by Friday, June 16, 2017): 718-828-3900 or phil@bronxchamber.org.
McHale Energy is an Energy Solutions Company with over two decades of experience servicing a wide variety of
clients involved in virtually every sector of every type of industry. Knowledge is power and clients rely on McHale
Energy for insight, solutions and top-tier execution in energy markets that are experiencing unprecedented
change. Energy consulting takes experience and we bring in the expertise as necessary from our strategic
partners. McHale Energy has built its reputation as one of the preeminent energy consulting firms through its
extensive knowledge of energy markets and its dedication to exceeding client expectations. Think of McHale
Energy as your outsource Chief Energy Officer, with a primary focus on performance
The Bronx Chamber of Commerce is one of the most influential, professional and successful organizations and
voice for businesses in Bronx County. Professionals & companies are drawn to the successful companies and active
members affiliated with the Chamber. Membership includes businesses ranging from large corporations, Cultural
Institutions, Universities and Colleges, Hospitals & Medical Centers, non-profits, and mid-sized to small companies.
Visit www.bronxchamber.org for information on our next networking events as well as other Bronx Chamber of
Commerce events in your area. Additional information: 718-828-3900.
Additional funding for Bronx Chamber of Commerce programs and services, in conjunction with NYS Senator Jeffrey Klein, NYC Council Member Andy
King, are made possible with support from NYC Small Business Services, Bronx H.I.R.E., and the U.S. Small Business Administration.
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